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TUMULTOUS TIMES 
Kenneth Blumenfeld, MD,President 

 

ivision, division, division. What ever happened to cooperation, compromise, and 

common good. The house of medicine, as does our country, stands divided and at odds 

with respect to many healthcare issues. Yet with all the division there remains so much 

that we all can agree on.  
 

When it comes to healthcare policy we should all be doctors and not democrats or republicans. 

We need to speak with one voice and most importantly try to regain the public trust. For too 

long we have let bureaucrats with little or no understanding of healthcare determine the fates 

of our profession and the patients we serve. 
 

From my perspective, no administration has approached healthcare in an entirely rational 

fashion. The ACA has some laudable goals buried in over 2700 pages of pork and politics. It was 

a partisan taxation plan sold as an individual mandate that was anything but affordable. Truth 

be told it has been as Bill Clinton publically stated “a disaster”. All on Capitol Hill know that is not 

viable as written even with delayed implementation and executive modifications. Not 

surprisingly no political party wants to take the blame. 
 

So, if repealed will the Republican replacement plan be any better? In my opinion likely not 

unless we can get the partisan politicians and their special interest backers barred from the 

stakeholder table. 
 

Perhaps we can agree on some basic tenants. Here are a 

few of my thoughts (not to be construed as representative of 

any organization or comprehensive in nature): 
 

1) Everyone should be covered by a safety net form 

of coverage. As a modern industrialized country, I 

feel we should choose to provide these services. In 

making this choice we must recognized the cost 

as it is not free. 

2) Everyone must contribute. I would like to get away 

from a mandate but if there is a mandate to treat 

D 
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there must be a mandate to pay. Too many have claimed they shouldn’t be forced 

to pay for “something they don’t want” but the system can’t refuse to treat those in 

need regardless of their ability to pay. Much as someone can’t refuse to have their 

money go to law enforcement, fire departments, or national security all in this country 

must contribute as their means allow. 

3) We need to get rid of costs that add little or no value.  

a. Tort reform immediately comes to mind. Although there are exceptions 

medical malpractice law suits do little to improve the quality or safety of 

patient care. More importantly they drive medical decision making thereby 

unnecessarily escalating costs. 

b. How insurance companies improve healthcare and why anyone would think a 

corporation cares more about their wellbeing than a doctor is just baffling. That 

said true insurance reform needs to happen. We can no longer afford to line 

the pockets of CEO’s and shareholders of insurance companies. Enough said. 

4) A rational and balanced approach needs to be taken in controlling the costs of 

pharmaceuticals and medical devices. Although handsome profit need to be the 

carrot of innovation two things are also true. The carrots have gotten too big and real 

innovation as opposed to incremental advances often comes from underfunded 

academic research and not industry. 

5) Healthcare will have to be rationed in an evidence based fashion. This is a scary and 

difficult concept. Its initial implementation will involve choosing not to provide futile or 

unproven care but is an admittedly slippery slope that will need to be navigated 

much as it has been in the UK and elsewhere.  

6) Since this is the USA our system will need to be multi-tiered. In simple terms those who 

can afford more and better should be allowed to do so. I know this is distasteful to 

some but is a reality. 

 

We are in for contentious debate. I am hopeful that organized medicine can have a unified 

voice. I like to think of tumultuous times as providing opportunity and strongly believe that our 

country needs our help and wisdom. 
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Work Comp resumes paying for Records Review 

Randall W. Smith, MD, Editor 
 

Although CA Work Comp continues to pay for record review in AME and QME reports of considerable 

lengths, reimbursement for record review by a doc performing a Work Comp consultation was stopped as 

of January 1st of 2014 as part of the Work Comp system adopting certain CMS rules.  The CMS rules 

discontinuing payment for CPT code 99358 was based as usual upon the Feds trying to save money and 

get something for nothing.  The CMS rule change presumed a few medical records from the referring 

physician generally didn’t warrant a separate payment. 

 

Now as we all know, Work Comp cases are a particular breed of cat and when a neurosurgeon is 

performing a consultation, the medical records provided by the referring doc and the Comp carrier can 

be quite extensive.  Not reviewing those records is not good medicine but doing it for no compensation is 

not good policy in a system purportedly designed to help the injured worker. 

 

Fortunately, California’s workers’ compensation billing rules taking effect on March 1st  2017 will allow 

doctors to bill separately for time spent reviewing medical records.  It is currently a bit unclear just what 

carriers will pay for the records review.  CPT 99358 was previously billed in 15-minute increments. Under the 

new rules, the code may cover the first hour, and providers will bill for additional time in 30-minute 

increments using CPT 99359. 

 

The California Society of Industrial Medicine and Surgery said in an email blast to its members that the rule 

change allowing separate reimbursement for record review provides “the long-deserved recognition that 

non-face-to-face time is a huge factor in occupational medicine.” 

CSIMS also pointed out that physicians’ assistants can use the billing code. And, because it’s not medical 

treatment, utilization review shouldn’t apply.  Disputes involving payment for services billed with the 

resurrected CPT 99358 code would be subject to independent bill review, however.   
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Brain Waves 

Deborah C. Henry, MD, Associate Editor 

 
 

hen I was in elementary school, there were nine planets and four oceans. In the year 

2000, the International Hydrographic Organization determined the borders for the fifth 

ocean, the Southern Ocean.  In 2006, The International Astronomical Union reclassified 

the tiny Pluto to a dwarf planet.  Having five moons did not save Pluto from demotion.   
 

When I was in high school and taking AP Biology, there were five kingdoms: Monera, Protista, 

Plantae, Fungi, and Animalia.  As of 1990, there were three domains: Archaea, Bacteria and 

Eukarya and five or six kingdoms, depending on the source.  More recently, eukaryotes became 

further divided into supergroups making the whole world of biological taxonomy as changing as 

the seasons. 
 

When I was in medical school, there were four lobes of the brain: the frontal, parietal, temporal 

and occipital.  In 1809, Johann Christain Reil, the man who coined the name “psychiatry” also 

described the part of the brain called the insular cortex.  As the word insula means island, in 

1858 Henry Gray, of the famed Gray’s Anatomy, termed this area the Island of Reil to recognize 

its founder.  The insular cortex has had many other names including insular gyrus, insular lobe, 

insular region, morphological insular, central lobe and lobus insularis. 
 

In the 1990s, the insular cortex became known more often as the fifth lobe of the brain. It is a 

fascinating triangular area that is only found in mammalian brains.  Its anterior surface is 

covered by the frontoorbital operculum and its lateral surface by the frontoparietal operculum. 

Its inferior border is the superior temporal gyrus.  The anterior insula corresponds to the head of 

the caudate while the posterior portion relates to the thalamus and caudate body.  It has 3 

short gyri anteriorly and two long gyri posteriorly. 
 

Evolutionarily, the insular cortex has increased in size in humans compared to such brain parts as 

the precentral and postcentral gyri. The human insular cortex is also quite a bit larger than in our 

primate cousins.  Great apes, whales, and possibly elephants house a special neuron in the 

anterior insular and frontal portion of the cingulate cortex that is called the Von Economo 

neuron (VEN).  These bipolar VEN are large and cigar shaped with tapered ends, and they are 

found in a greater frequency in the right insula. 

 

The insula appears to work as an integrating center between the frontal, temporal, and parietal 

lobes.  It processes sensory information such as touch, temperature, nociception, and taste.  It 

may function in social awareness and empathy. It may have a role in addictive behaviors. Our 

adoring relationship with music may stem from the insula. 
 

Like Pluto in space and the Southern Ocean in Antarctica, the insula has always been there 

tucked in between three lobes of the brain. But unlike demoted Pluto, the importance of the 

insula, this fifth lobe of the brain, will only keep growing as we begin to understand how this small 

area seamlessly weaves together all parts of the brain.  

 

W 
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Transitions in Neurosurgery 

John T. Bonner, MD, Associate Editor 
 

This has been a very exciting time for California with regards to the increased rain and resulting 

water supply – especially for those of us who reside in Central California.  I only wish that our 

patients were as happy with their medical care, as it appears, at least locally, that request for 

care is more delayed and harder to obtain.   
 

There have been a large number of patient and physician changes, resulting, in my opinion, in 

the loss of quality care and continuity of care.  There is less physician availability and fewer 

established physicians willing to take on new patients.  Patient choice of physicians has been 

eroded.  A neighbor of mine recently went to the emergency room to stem an uncontrolled 

nose bleed.  He was promptly cauterized and given instructions to see his physician the next day.  

Unfortunately, his primary care provider could not see him promptly, and he was turned away 

from acquiring care at three urgent care centers.  He waited three days to obtain care. 

More physicians are being hired by hospitals.  Yet, there is reduced time to see patients, with 

little or no patient relationship established due to constant physician rotation.  While there are 

still some physicians who provide continuity of care over time, with a good physician-patient 

relationship, this is much less than in time past. 

 

=== 

 

 The present attempt to repeal the Affordable Care Act has become a significant battle.  While 

repeal may still happen, it is beginning to appear less likely.  While Republicans are in position to 

push for repeal, their margin is still noted to be “fragile.”  The ACA passed in Congress with no 

support from Republicans, who now argue that the law has not covered as many persons as 

expected and represents unwarranted federal intrusion.  Presently, about 20 million uninsured 

persons have obtained coverage under the law.  It has been suggested that Democrats should 

be held politically responsible for any disruptive changes in the insurance marketplace that 

occur from repeal. 
 

A Republican replacement of the ACA would aim for less federal government oversight (which 

most would agree with), and fewer requirements for individuals and businesses regarding 

insurance.  The ideas are likely to bring the return of high risk pools, with federal funding 

providing insurance for those who cannot pay for it.  The federal mandated benefit requirement 

would likely end, allowing insurers to “craft” their own benefit plans, thus attracting younger, 

healthier individuals who do not need a vast array of health services, lowering prices for those 

older and sicker consumers.  The GOP will likely back tax credits for those who do not have 

employer-provided insurance coverage, with older individuals given larger credits to acquire 

insurance in the individual marketplace.  Insurers would likely be able to sell plans across state 

lines, resulting in more competitive prices for consumers, although this could erode state 

consumer protections and lead to a proliferation of “skimpier” health plans.  Further 

considerations are unclear, and are certainly likely to produce much concern by physicians and 

patients alike, although I expect some reforms would improve the current state of healthcare.  
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DO YOU KNOW A NEUROSURGEON NEW TO CALIFORNIA? 

Tell them about CANS and Direct them to the CANS website: www.cans1.org!  There is a 

membership application on the site! 
 

 

 

 

                                                                                    www.pmtcorp.com 

 

 

 

ExamWorks Group, Inc. is a leading provider of independent 

medical examinations, peer reviews, bill reviews, Medicare 

compliance, case management, record retrieval, document 

management and related services. 

We work with property and casualty insurance carriers, law 

firms, third-party claim administrators and government 

agencies that use independent services to confirm the 

veracity of claims by sick or injured individuals under 

automotive, disability, liability and workers' compensation 

insurance coverages. 

ExamWorks is a proud sponsor of Kids' Chance of America and 

Massachusetts General Hospital's Aspire Program. Please reach 

out to Karen Park if you are 

interested in becoming a 

medical legal expert at 
415.926.0198 

 

RESIDENT FELLOWSHIPS TO CANS 
 

The board of Directors of CANS invites you to apply for a fellowship position the 

California Association of Neurological surgeons. @ Fellows each year will be 

selected.  The ideal candidate would be in their 3rd year or later of neurological 

surgery residency and have a strong interest in the socioeconomics of medicine.  

The term of the fellowship is one year, starting on July 1st and ending the following 

June 30th. 
 

The resident fellows selected must be able to attend both of the Board of 

Directors meetings which occur on a Saturday in the spring and fall, alternating 

between LAX and Oakland airport hotels.  Economy airfare, booked at least four 

weeks in advance, or IRS approved mileage is reimbursed after completion and 

submission of an expense form. 
 

The resident fellows selected must also be able to attend the Annual Meeting of 

the California Association of Neurological Surgeons, which is usually held on the 

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday of Martin Luther King weekend in January. 

Transportation and two nights of hotel will be reimbursed or provided. The 

residency Program Director and Chairperson must commit the time for the 

resident fellow to be at these meetings. 
 

Additional information and the application will be available on our website 

www.cans1.org  now.  A letter of recommendation needs to be included with 

the application.  Deadline for applying is March 31st, 2017 for the 2017-2018 term. 

Residents will be notified by May 1st if they are selected as a Fellow to the 

California Asociation of Neurological Surgeons. 

 

 

http://www.cans1.org/
../Jan%202017/www.pmtcorp.com
http://www.cans1.org/
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People Inspired Solutions. 

Every Step of the Way. 
At DePuy Synthes Companies, our solutions are defined by the 

people who inspire them. We provide the most comprehensive 

orthopaedic and neurological solutions in the world with an 

unparalleled breadth   of products, services, programs, and 

research and development capabilities. Our solutions in the 

specialties of joint reconstruction, trauma, neurological, 

craniomaxillofacial, spinal surgery, and sports medicine are 

designed to advance patient care while delivering clinical and 

economic value to health care systems every step of the way. 

For more information, visit   www.depuysynthes.com. 

  
© DePuy Synthes 2015. All rights reserved.   DSUS/MOC/0515/0272   05/15 

 

 

 

 
 

                       Exhibitor Gold Sponsor COOK MEDICAL features dural graft 

 

Alison Mahan and Drew Gidish eagerly demonstrated family owned Cook Medical’s Biodesign 

Duraplasty Graft made from cell-free porcine small intestine submucosa which is radiated and 

supplied in a number of sizes from 1x2 cm to 7x8.5 cm.  When the grafts are moistened they are 

quite pliable and smooth, handle like fresh dura and hold sutures just as well. 
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Tidbits from the Editor 
 

Senior Surgeons and MOC (Maintenance of Competence) 
 

Our friend Jeff Segal, a neurosurgeon with a JD who is CEO of eMerit which he founded, once 

again addresses an issue which can potentially affect us all—eventually. 

This time he tackles Medicolegal Issues in Dealing with Aging Physicians.  His take on this is 

published in the clear via the email system.  What follows is an edited version of his missive: 
 

About a quarter of American physicians still in practice are now over 65.  No systematic 

evaluation process for doctors is institutionalized as required for another profession charged with 

public safety, commercial airline pilots. Such pilots must undergo bi-yearly physical and mental 

examinations from age 40 onward and must retire at 65 irrespective of their actual skill level. 
 

State licensure also has no role in evaluating aging physicians because no competency exams 

are required after initial admittance, regardless of the doctor’s age. 

 

In June, 2015 the AMA, which cannot issue binding requirements but often influences legislatures 

as authoritative, agreed to develop assessment guidelines, including an evaluation of physical 

and mental health and a review of doctors’ treatment of patients. However, the AMA did not 

specify who would do the assessing or how often it would take place. Its report only says that 

“perhaps periodic reevaluation after a certain age such as 70, when incidence of declines is 

known to increase, may be appropriate.” 
 

Some hospitals are taking action individually, adding additional assessments, including personal 

health of older physicians, to the periodic review that the Joint Commission requires U.S. 

hospitals to do of all their physicians’ performance. Stanford requires a performance evaluation 

and physical exam every two years of its physicians aged 75 or older. The University of Virginia 

screens physicians and some other medical staff aged 70 or older with physical and cognitive 

exams every two years. Older physicians at a Salt Lake City hospital are asked to take mental 

assessment tests given to airline pilots – and such testing may be irrelevant in testing physicians. 
 

In a private practice, however, the burden of dealing with a physician who is becoming 

incompetent as a practitioner due to age will fall on his colleagues. Those colleagues may face 

professional responsibilities and potential liability if they fail to act.  Let’s take a look at where 

you would stand if, like the questioner, an older doctor in your practice seems to be failing. 
 

1. State requirements 
 

The first issue to consider is whether, under your state’s licensure regulations, you are a 

mandated reporter to your state’s Medical Board. 
 

The law in Texas is a good example. 
 

Physicians there are obligated to report if they believe that a fellow doctor “poses a continuing 

threat to the public welfare through the practice of medicine.”   There is no distinction between 

a doctor who is impaired by substance abuse or emotional issues and one who is physically or 

mentally impaired by age – the only predicate is patient safety. 
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Also to be considered are the reporting obligations of a treating physician: what do you do if in 

the course of caring for a physician patient you learn of his likely inability to continue to practice 

due to age-related issues? 
 

The answer is: Confrontation about the issue and a promise of self-rectification (effective 

treatment or voluntary surrender of licensure) that you would then follow-up on, or referral to the 

relevant authorities for further action. 
 

2. Fiduciary obligations 
 

This arises when the concerned physician, as a partner of the failing doc, is obligated to protect 

the interests of the practice and would be liable for damages to the practice if he failed to do 

so. 
 

The proper first approach is a partnership meeting including the older doctor to directly address 

– on the record – the concerns the other partners have.  If the older doctor does not agree to a 

plan of remediation then a vote will have to be taken against him under the partnership rules. 
 

However, if he is removed he would still be entitled to any appropriate share that his vested 

status as a partner would otherwise guarantee him were he to leave voluntarily. While such 

dissolution of the partnership relationship would be “for cause” it should not proceed punitively 

because the impairment is involuntary. 
 

As the population ages, all medical partnerships should include in their partnership agreements 

a process for dealing with physician impairment that makes age-related conditions a specified 

issue as a bulwark against an age-discrimination claim (see below). An example would be 

“Partners and employees will be subject to review for impairment due to matters including, but 

not limited to, substance abuse, and other psychological limitations, and age-related physical 

and/or mental conditions.” 
 

3.Negligence liability 
 

Within a group that shares liability for malpractice, as a partnership does, liability for the 

negligent acts of an age-impaired physician will run to the partnership and to all of the partners.  

The group can also be liable for negligent retention of the impaired physician. 
 

A physician in the group who was aware of the problem and did not at least report it within the 

group can be personally liable both to the group and to the plaintiff. 
 

4. Retaliatory actions by the aging physician 
 

Groups with an aging physician showing significant impairment are often concerned about a 

retaliatory action based on the Age Discrimination Employment Act (ADEA) or the Americans 

with Disabilities Act (ADA) if they act to review, limit or fire that physician. 
 

These concerns are, however, based on erroneous understandings of these laws. 
 

•ADEA 
 

The ADEA forbids discrimination in any term of the employment based on age itself. But in the 

situation of the physician whose care of patients is compromised by age-related physical or 

mental impairment the issue is the impairment, not the age. 
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State anti-discrimination laws will be expected to follow these paradigms as well. 
 

•ADA 
 

Practices with fewer than 15 employees do not come under the ADA. 
 

Those practices that do come under ADA are required to provide reasonable accommodations 

to the disabled employee rather than firing him based on disability. That employee must, 

however, still be able to perform the essential functions of the job. 
 

Therefore, a physician whose mobility is limited due to age-related changes but who can 

otherwise still treat patients effectively could have a claim under the ADA if he was fired rather 

than the practice installing the reasonable accommodation of a ramp for his walker. But a 

physician who can no longer safely care for patients due to developing dementia could not 

successfully sue under ADA because although intellectual impairment is a recognized disability, 

the nature of his condition is such that he can no longer carry out the very task that he is there 

for. 
 

In summary: Physician impairment due to age-related conditions will be an increasing problem 

for practices in the future. A doctor who notices such issues in a colleague should consider his 

own responsibilities under their state’s licensing law, his fiduciary duty to the practice and his risk 

of being brought into a negligence claim. Since many causes of cognitive impairment are 

treatable, the aging doctor should first be approached about relevant issues and a plan of 

remediation offered that may include diagnostic testing.  The aging doctor should, however, 

have his practice restricted during the period of evaluation. The ADEA and ADA are generally 

inapplicable but complete records of the process should be maintained to demonstrate that 

any action taken was not discriminatory. 

 

 

CURES still needs to be Cured 
 

Under California law, all individuals practicing in California who possess both a state regulatory 

board license authorized to prescribe, dispense, furnish or order controlled substances and a 

Drug Enforcement Administration Controlled Substance Registration Certificate (DEA Certificate) 

must be registered to use the Controlled Substance Utilization Review and Evaluation System 

(CURES). Currently, physicians are encouraged—but not required—to check the database 

before prescribing controlled substances. Checking the CURES database will eventually be 

mandatory, under a law passed by the California Legislature in 2016. The exact date the 

mandate will take effect is unclear, but will depend on the Department of Justice (DOJ) making 

a certification about the system’s readiness.  
 

Under the new law (SB 482), prescribers will be required, except in certain limited circumstances, 

to consult the CURES database prior to prescribing a Schedule II, III or IV controlled substance for 

the first time and at least every four months when that controlled substance remains a part of a 

patient's treatment. 
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Got an Idea?—let us hear about it 
 

The Council of State Neurosurgical Societies will meet April 21-22, 2017 in Los Angeles, CA at the 

JW Marriott Los Angeles L.A. Live.  As usual, a good portion of the meeting will be devoted to 

consideration of resolutions.  Resolutions can only be submitted by delegates or state societies 

but any CANS member who wants an issue addressed is free to bring his/her concerns to the 

CANS Secretary Mark Linskey (mlinskey@uci.edu) for advice as to form.  Any resolution 

suggested by a CANS member will be considered by the CANS Board electronically and if 

approved, will be sponsored by the Association. 
 

The deadline for resolution submission for this meeting is Friday, March 10, 2017 (6 weeks prior to 

meeting).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 A politician is a fellow who will lay down your life for his country--
Texas Guinan 

 

mailto:mlinskey@uci.edu
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Any CANS member who is looking for a new associate/partner/PA/NP or who is looking for a position (all 

California neurosurgery residents are CANS members and get this newsletter) is free to submit a 150 word 

summary of a position available or of one’s qualifications for a two month posting in this newsletter.  Submit 
your text to the CANS office by E-mail (emily@cans1.org) or fax (916-457-8202)—Ed. 

 

he assistance of Emily Schile and Dr. Kenneth Blumenfeld in the preparation of this newsletter is 

acknowledged and appreciated.   

 

 To place a newsletter ad, contact the executive office for complete price list and details. 

 

 Comments can be sent to the editor, Randall W. Smith, M.D., at rws-avopro@sbcglobal.net  

or to the CANS office emily@cans1.org.   

 

 Past newsletter issues are available on the CANS website at www.cans1.org.    

 

 If you do not wish to receive this newsletter in the future, please E-mail, phone or fax Emily Schile 

(emily@cans1.org, 916-457-2267 t, 916-457-8202 f) with the word “unsubscribe” in the subject line. 
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Meetings of Interest for the next 12 months: 
 

AANS/CNS Joint Spine Section:  Annual Meeting, March 8-11, 2017, Las Vegas, NV 

Neurosurgical Society of America: Annual Meeting, April 2-5, 2017, Jacksonville, FL 

CSNS Meeting, April 21-22, 2017, Los Angeles, CA 

AANS:  Annual Meeting, April 22-26, 2017, Los Angeles, CA  

AANS/CNS Joint Pain Section Bi-Annual Meeting, May 19-20, 2017 Chicago, IL. 

Rocky Mountain Neurosurgical Society: Ann. Meeting, June 15-19, 2017, Lake Tahoe, CA 

New England Neurosurgical Society: Annual Meeting, June 22-24,2017, Chatham, MA 

Western Neurosurgical Society: Annual Meeting, September 8-11, 2017, Banff, Alberta, Canada  

CSNS Meeting, October 6-7, 2017, Boston, MA 

Congress of Neurological Surgeons: Annual Meeting, October 7-11, 2017, Boston, MA 

North American Spine Society:  Annual Meeting, October 25-28, 2017, Orlando, FL 

California Neurology Society: Ann. Meeting, May 19-21, 2017, Hyatt San Francisco Airport, CA 

AANS/CNS Joint Pediatric NS Section: Ann. Meeting, Nov. 28-Dec. 1, 2017, Houston, TX. 

Cervical Spine Research Society: Annual Meeting, Nov. 30 – Dec. 2, 2017, Hollywood, FL 

CANS, Annual Meeting, January 12-14, 2018; Hotel TBA, San Diego, CA 

North American Neuromodulation Society: Ann. Meet., 2018, TBA  

AANS/CNS Joint Cerebrovascular Section: Ann. Meeting, 2018 TBA 

Southern Neurosurgical Society:  Annual Meeting, 2018 TBA 

 

 

mailto:emily@cans1.org
mailto:rws-avopro@sbcglobal.net
mailto:emily@cans1.org
../../../../../../../../../../../../../../../../../../../../../../../../../CANS/NEWSLETTERS/Application%20Data/Mar2011/CANS/NEWSLETTERS/My%20Documents/Application%20Data/Microsoft/Jan2010Newsltr/www.cans1.org
mailto:emily@cans1.org
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